
Iluminar Users Group Meeting – September 15, 2011 (held after the NAC Meeting) 
Sparta City Hall Council Chambers 

 

I. Purpose and parameters of Users Group Meeting (Anderson) 

K.Anderson stated that we recognize that staff and patrons are frustrated with the new system, and we 

would all like the meeting to be as productive as possible.  She suggested a format in which individuals 

will speak in turn, stating a problem or issue, and DG will announce whether it is on a list, or needs to be 

added. 

II.  Review of ILS Search Committee process and experience (ILS Search Committee) 

K. Anderson opened by asking the Committee to share their thoughts on why this product chosen, and 

what looked good about it. 

Comments:  Horizon was going to be extinct;  Auto-Graphics [A-G]was willing to develop the product we 

wanted;  we did not want to renew with Sirsi-Dynix (cost);  we looked at many vendors for three years – 

they all had things we did not like;  the cost was attractive, and we felt we could not significantly 

increase our consortial rates to members in the current economy;  we  interviewed other librarians 

using other systems, and no one is totally satisfied;  at least this vendor is willing to work with us, and   

A-G has a great reputation in the industry for responsiveness – they have made over 400 enhancements 

already.   We knew the product was in development, we were buying a relationship, the price was 

bearable.   We had to make a decision to stay with Horizon or make a leap of faith that A-G would 

develop what we need. 

Questions: 
How long will A-G work with us to make it better?  DG: At least six more months, under contract.  
Version 3.9b should be done by the end of the year.  Version 3.10, with over 100 enhancements, should 
be spring of next year.  They want to see their product improved. 
 
Did A-G consult any librarians in developing Iluminar?  DG: They had worked with small libraries in the 

past, but not many consortia [the Southwest Wisconsin Library System went live with Iluminar in 

January 2011; they had not requested the development and customization which we did]. 

III.Phone system 

DG wrote the phone system software, which is integrated with the vendor software.  The goal is to 

gather as much information on each patron’s materials as possible, in one day, and combine it into one 

phone call per day.   

Review of how phone system is working:  So far, it is fairly bug-free. When a call comes in, there is a 10-

second delay before the automated voice begins; the voice is waiting to determine if a person or a 

machine has answered the call; it needs to detect noise.  There have been complaints about the 

automated voice; we can record our own “live voice” message and have the computer insert the 

automated voice saying the patron’s *digitized+ name. 
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Currently, if items are pulled more than once per day, a patron may get multiple calls per day.  The call 

does not specify which items are being referenced, due to patron privacy requirements.  Some have 

reported getting multiple calls about one item.* 

*If this happens, call DG with the patron’s phone number so he can follow up. 

Bug On List:  Patron gets a call and has already picked the item up; patron gets a call on an item which is 

in transit and not waiting on the shelf.  Should be fixed tonight. 

For people without an answering machine:  the ILS calls three times with a few hours between; if no 

answer, sets up the patron with paper notices. 

For people with email, if notices@wrlsweb.org bounce, the patron is set up for paper notices (this is a 

manual process). 

Questions:  
What if a patron wants no notices (“none”)?  DG:  If the patron reaches a stage for final 
notices/collections, the system will ignore the “none” and send a message. 
 

Do librarians need to check all patron notification preferences?  Or did these come over with the 

transition?  DG:  the information did migrate, but it may be incomplete or inaccurate. It's a good idea to 

check patrons' preferences as you have time. 

Could librarians get updates [of notifications] in advance? 

Most people appreciate the reminders; many like the pre-overdue notices.  These will be sent by email 

or phone, not paper.  The pre-overdue issue should be fixed very soon.  [Note: the ILS committee 

subsequently decided not to make pre-overdue calls for patrons with phone notification. These notices 

will be sent by email only]. 

Librarian requests:   

 Have a set time for calls to be made, once per day.   

 Give a review of all the notification processes:  email, phone, paper.  

 Suggest changing the message to say, “This is a courtesy message, you do not need to respond.”   

 Ask patrons if they will use email. 

DG requests:  

 To report a bug, he needs the patron barcode, the patron phone number, and the approximate 

time it occurred.   

 Let the phone system proceed for a few weeks, wait to see what the new voice will be like.   

 Wait till Deb Dagnon returns, to discuss which features *e.g. “select pre-overdue”+ can be 

activated for each library. 

mailto:notices@wrlsweb.org
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IV.  Speed issue:  Why Iluminar is slow and what is being done to fix it. 

DG stated the problem:  the busier the system is, the more it slows down.  There may be a memory leak 

in the program.  A-G has consultants profiling the program now (a 4-day process) to find the leak.  Some 

slowness issues are being addressed with rewrites – we hope they will be done late next week. 

Slowness is also related to the age of the computer being used:  the older the computer, the slower the 

response.  The program is downloading every time, so it uses a lot of space, capacity.  Other issues tied 

to the age of the computer:  a white screen which shows in between scanning items.  So the program 

may perform differently on different computers in your library. 

Suggested “quick fix”:   

 log out, and restart. This should improve speed for at least a short time.   

Librarians report that sometimes the background goes blurry – some see it as a problem, some think it is 

great. 

Printing:  sometimes too many boxes come up on the screen (already on the LIST); sometimes there are 

double receipts. 

 

V.Review MARC record catalog utility (Clemence). 

C.Clemence demonstrated the process of adding a copy to an existing record.  One difference:  in 

Horizon, you could add an item without a MARC record; with Iluminar, you  need to add a MARC record 

before ordering the item. 

Steps for adding a holding to an existing bib record:   

 Search for desired title,  go to “where to find it” tab, see the icon with the +sign  [Add item];  

 make sure the publication information matches;  fill in the fields  specific to your library, for 

example bar code and call number. 

 If an item is being added before it is available for circulation, give it a status of “in process.”  

Giving an item a status of “available” will cause it to appear on your pull list before it's ready to 

circulate.   When you check the item in, it does not change the item status – this must be done 

by changing it to Available in the Exceptions area in Circulation. 

Librarian requests:   

 arrange status list in alphabetical order 

 could Author, Title appear in a bigger font? 
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Serials:   

 Enter month (if monthly publication) or day, then year or volume and issue.  Sparta suggests 

putting this information in the call number field, so it is consistently displayed.  [Note: this will 

display consistently in the call number field in the order determined by Iluminar. If you don't like 

that display the date and/or issue information can be entered in the call number field only]. 

 If cataloging or matching records for Teen or Child items, pick the appropriate term – this will 

affect what can be seen in the Children’s Catalog – restrict what material types show. 

 After entering information, Submit, then refresh the page by reloading within Iluminar. Do not 

use the Refresh button in your browser. 

MARC requests via the Intranet: 

 Go to the intranet and click on MARC Requests, List Requests, Enter New Request.  Enter the 

data on the lines above the Do Search button, then click that button to search OCLC (Z39.50 

search).   

 The publisher number is not giving the results we want.  Best bet is an ISBN number if you have 

one.  You can now search the WRLS catalog along with OCLC.  You will see a message “Use this 

record”.  If this seems to match what you have, click on that button. If what you have matches a 

record that says "Already in Catalog," Don't Use, go back and recheck the WRLSWEB catalog. 

 Suggest language change to “You may use this record.”  Make sure it matches the item in hand. 

You will see two levels of results:  the top group is any records in WRLS – this is live, real time.  The 

lower group lists OCLC records – these may be a few months behind. 

If you see something different, add a Comment to the Comments field.  An LPL Tech Services person will 

see this. 

If everything matches, click Save.  Do not change the status. 

 

Question:   
What if 3 OCLC records seem to be a complete match? DG: Take your best pick, and add a comment:  
“Multiple matching OCLC records, please check.” 
 
Comment:  the turn-around time from LPL Tech Services is very good, and having some of the fields in 

the record filled in is very helpful. 

When record is as complete as you can make it, click Submit.  When a cataloger is ready to work on your 

request they will change the status to In Progress.  You will then receive an email informing you that 

your request is being processed. If the cataloger is unclear about anything he/she will change the status 

to Need More Information. You will then receive another email and you will have to go back to the 

intranet request and enter the information in the Comments section. When the record is in the catalog 

the status on the intranet will be changed to Complete. 
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You will now see the A-GCN: Auto-Graphics Control Number, the equivalent of the Horizon bib number.  

The A-G Control Number is a search option. 

If you copy/paste any numbers into fields, be careful to review them so they are correct. 

If there is no OCLC record, fill out as much as possible; the cataloguers may find more information.  

Maybe it’s new, local, obscure – the more complete the record, the better.  Submit, watch for email. 

Question:  
 if we have new releases which are not in the catalog now, should we add them?  DG: If you want to do 
that now, go ahead.  In one month, when LPL is back up to speed, the new releases will be caught up. 
 

Librarian requests:   

 On the List of Available Open Requests:  please share with everyone; it avoids duplication. 

If you see a record for an item you know you don’t have (e.g. example was a back issue of a magazine) 

you can delete the item. 

For weeding, should you use Discard or Delete?  Many recalled that during training Deb Dagnon 

requested you to use Discard (DG will verify.) 

You can add records using the CatAdmin tab, but it is harder than using the other methods. 

If you have many items which need original records, send a few to DG for his evaluation. 

DG hopes all members will eventually use the Acquisitions module. 

 

VII. Review how to create brief records for ILLs (Clemence) 

Go to Circulation, have the item in hand, select patron, override the warning block with your library 

password if necessary; enter item barcode, Submit.  A screen will come up saying Item Not Found, and 

giving you the option to add a brief record.  Click on that button. 

Suggest continuing to create this in ALL CAPS to distinguish them from regular records. 

Select AutoDelete @Checkin to make the record disappear when the patron returns it.  If this is not 

done, the record will still be in the catalog and will not be blocked from the pick list.  [Note: this box is 

now checked automatically by Iluminar]. 

Location:  your library; Material type:  ILL - select from the dropdown menu, or type the letter “I”– this 

will insure that it can’t be reserved by others; put ILL in as the call number, not the Wiscat number. 
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Librarian requests:   

 could the buttons for Submit and Cancel always be on the same side, throughout the various 

modules, for ease in keying efficiently?  DG will add to list. 

 Place the words SUBMIT, CLOSE, and HELP in the center of the screen, rather than the sides. 

Notes fields 

Staff Note is for staff use.  Describe any damage to material here. 

Patron Note is for patron use – a note from the patron. 

When the record is deleted, the notes disappear. 

Patrons cannot renew brief record items.  There is a process for staff to do ILL renewals.  It can be found 

on the Intranet, Iluminar Documentation, FAQ & Misc. 

Scrolling is currently a problem for full screen view.  Do not zoom in – you can’t see the edges of the 

application.  We need to be able to zoom in throughout the application and have it still function. 

For a patron with many titles out, the scroll bar goes down, but then hops back up to the top of the list.  

Report patron and patron to barcode to DG with this information. 

Would like less space for the “Lost items” list – this is a program design which has to be corrected. 

Use ALT plus PrintScreen to get a screen shot, then paste it into an email. If you want to edit the image 

paste it into Word, then copy and paste the edited image into an email and send to DG for his review. 

 

VI.Smartphones and devices 

There is currently no app from A-G for Droids; it’s in their plans; DG may develop it. 

iPad, iPhone – choose your library (can’t use Flash).  Some MAC computers are shipping without Flash 

installed; it’s a simple install, use low resolution version to remove pictures. 

When the application works ,it works well (iLib2go; free at the Apple app store; but you must have an 

Apple account and a credit card on file).  If you are logged in overnight it stops working; need to 

uninstall and reinstall.  A-G is working on it.  Apple vets every change, adds time to fixes. 

Put the link for Flash and the low res link on your library web page. 

People with dial-up struggle with Flash.  Rochelle suggests advising patrons to logout, advising them it’s 

an issue. 
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VIII. Timing software 

DG reports this is working as well as before the conversion.  There are some changes; the year needs to 

be entered as four digits, not two. 

Some report users are hitting Enter twice and are able to be “free users,” bypassing the software.  DG 

says staff need to turn this switch to off. 

Receipts – could look better by the end of 9/15, with an update.  DG demonstrated the differences 

between several different types of receipts: 

Hold Shelf Receipt – with patron name at the top; barcode, expire date; item title, barcode, patron 

phone number (optional) 

Transit Hold Slip – library name; action, title, date, item barcode, sent from: location.  Extra white space 

keeps it from being too short to stay in the book. 

Transit Return Slip – library name; action [shelve item]; title, date sent, barcode,  

Receipt printers – older models will print more slowly.  A receipt for 40 books will take a while.  DG will 

send out a new print install program via email.  Cindy Meyer will be available to help with questions 

until Randy returns from vacation. 

If you print a receipt and it is blank, send the patron and item barcode to DG. 

 

IX.Other issues brought forth by group 

 Will there be a different icon for an e-book?  It’s on the list to be addressed. 

 Pickup location:  people are notified an item is in for them; it’s not on the shelf.  Response:  

weed shelves of all old *Horizon+ receipts; place an “x” on those slips which are left; in one week, 

weed all of those – they will be old. 

 Card scanned, says in red “reserved for checkout”; if you check it in, the patron loses the hold.  

Response:  check it out on the Mending Card – this changes the pickup location; you then have 

to manually change the pickup location.  If you can track it, send it to the proper library. 

 “Items checked in now” – tracks the scans, but when transit list is scanned, it goes back to zero.  

DG:  not a high priority for fixing.  “Checked in today” – gives an overall total for your library (not 

per station). 

 Patrons suspend holds; moves them to the end of the reserve list; an enhancement is coming. 

 “My List” is now a bibliography; titles do not drop off the list when the item is checked out [as 

they did in Horizon], you have to remove them manually. 

 Column for the title listing needs to be wider; settings adjusted will not stay when machine is 

restarted. 
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 Pull list should be able to be sorted.  Viroqua does a cut/paste into Excel; La Crosse County does 

a cut/paste into Word; this makes it easier to work with. 

 Reports of borrowers with final notice blocks – must we do our own?  Yes 

 Monthly circulation statistics – will we have to print our own?  Yes  [The final Horizon reports 

have been printed and sent out.] 

 To create a list of items added to catalog on a given day, choose the search “date added = date” 

to get the report. 

 Lost items – the only button option is “found” – what if item is paid for? 

 If you see a server error message, login first, then do a search for reserves. 

 To create multiple reserves for a patron, copy/paste patron barcode. 

 If you see a checkout button under Due Date in the circ record, DON’T PRESS IT. 

 Holds list: if an item comes up for a patron and can’t be sent out (e.g. DVD set with missing 

DVD), checking it out to the Mending Card loses the hold for the patron. 

Household [family] accounts: formerly, could only check out held items to the requester; now, can allow 

linked family members to pick up holds for each other.  If Dad picks up Mom’s hold with his card, is her 

hold preserved?  Can he place a hold on the item for himself at that point? (Inserting himself into the 

queue?  Or does his hold go to the back of the line, so to speak?)   Response:  wait six months, then 

review this.  It’s an issue for a future NAC meeting. 

Librarians request:   

 a spreadsheet from the WRLS office, with staff and patron suggestions, arranged by topic – this 

is in the works, like a bug report. 

Not every field is editable by the patron – NAC can decide. 

More followup training is needed.  As people are trained, the work-arounds they have developed will 

have to change. 

LPL staff have created website resources for learning the catalog.  These are currently branded for LPL, 

but could be linked to your webpages.  See the link here: 

http://www.lacrosselibrary.org/new/ 

DG reports the jacket art is being switched from ChiliFresh back to Syndetics (art only, not the 

summaries and reviews; these would cost an extra $20,000). 

The contract with Horizon expires at the end of September. 

Watch for email updates about topics mentioned at the meeting. 

 

Next meeting is October 13, 2011, in Sparta, following the NAC meeting. 


